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DISCLAIMER:  The information in this communication is intended for use only by skilled technicians who have the proper tools, equipment and training to correctly and safely maintain vehicles. 
Refer to original manufacturers service manual for proper torque specifications and removal/installation procedures. All content in the publication is provided as-is and without warranty.  
All care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of the information presented. The publisher assumes no responsibility or liability for any loss or damage, direct, indirect or consequential, arising 
from the use of the information contained herein.    

MEVOTECH INSIDER
Service Tips and Best Practices

Depending on vehicle production date and original part design, the applications associated with the below-noted part numbers may 
utilize either a plastic or metal clip to secure the ABS plug end to the vehicle body.

Typically, when removing the old wheel hub assembly and disconnecting the ABS plug from the body side harness, these clips will break 
or otherwise become non-reusable. Additionally, as they employ different methods of securing the ABS plug end to the vehicle body, these 
clips are not interchangeable (a plastic clip cannot interface with a mounting point for a metal clip on the vehicle body and vice versa).
Part Numbers 
TXF513121 
TXF513179
To increase part compatibility, Mevotech TTX wheel hub assembly TXF513121 features a metal clip pre-fitted onto the ABS plug end and a 
supplementary new plastic clip as part of the hardware package.

Similarly, Mevotech TTX wheel hub assembly TXF513179 features a plastic clip pre-fitted onto the ABS plug end and a supplementary new 
metal clip as part of the hardware package.

To simplify installation for the Professional Technician, the ABS plug ends for both part numbers have been designed to accommodate a 
retrofit if necessary. One clip type may be simply swapped for another. See Figure 1.

 

ABS Plug End Retention Clip -  
2016-1997 GM Sedan and Passenger Van

Figure 1.


